
Atlanta, Ga February 10-12, 2014 

Total Votes Received: 50

1. How did you attend NANOG 60? 
In Person      45     
Via webcast      1     

2. What was (were) your most important reason(s) for attending NANOG 
60? 
Agenda (program) quality and content      14     
Tutorials      2     
Keynotes      0     
Network with colleagues      21     
Purchase Products      0     
Sell Products      0     
Social Functions      1     
Location      1     
Conference Dates      0     
Registration Cost      0     
Travel/Lodge      0     
Rotation/Turn to Attend      1     
Speaker      3     

3. How did you find the OVERALL quality of NANOG 60?
a. Quality of speakers
Excellent      16     
Good      27     
Average      1     
Poor      2     
n/a      0     

b. Quality of technical information presented 
Excellent      20     
Good      17     
Average      7     
Poor      2     
n/a      0     

c. Technical relevance of topics 
Excellent      16     

NANOG 60 General Survey Results



Good      16     
Average      7     
Poor      3     
n/a      0     

4. Was the NANOG Breakfast/Break food and beverage selection 
satisfactory?
Yes      41     
No      4     
Comments:
More lemon squares needed!
I really like having cereal or oatmeal option next time if possibe, but generally pretty 
good.
Some variation would be appreciated
hard to comment when I'm remote....
The food was subpar quality
Not much in the way of breakfast cereal offering.
It would be nice to have soda at each meal / break.
The first breakfast was questionable. My breakfast burrito scared me.
Took the Routing class on Sunday, good class and teacher. First time to NANOG but not 
last
Great job bringing in extra when SNOWPOCOLYPSE (i.e. "1/2 inch of snow) struck.
Everything ok, nothing to complain about.

5. Was the Monday Newcomers or Attendee Lunch menu selection 
satisfactory?
Yes      35     
No      1     
Comments:
Lunch quality seemed below average compared to other events. And what's with no 
sweet tea in the south?
hard to comment when I'm remote....
did not attend
Didn't attend.
Good food and did meet and talk with others at the tables. It did help to meet and 
review some backgrounds. Very good idea. thanks!

6. Did you attend the Beer n' Gear and Evening Socials? 
Yes      40     
No      6     
Comments:
Had to leave to beat the storm. I really wanted to attend this event.
Had to catch a flight
Food actually decent - better than prev years.



One of the best moment of Nanog60
Food and beverage service was great.  Room was busy, but still accessible
The booths should have been closer to the walls so that there was more room for 
mingling
hot
Much improved from last time!
Beer & Gear room was too hot. Room needs to be pre-cooled, before it's filled with 500 
sweaty geeks, but I realise there were issues with the HVAC in the hotel as well.
room was hot
Got to talk to the vendors which was nice, no pressure from any to buy or for contact 
information.

7. Do you have suggestions for topics and/or speakers for future meeting 
presentations?
Comments:
EDUs and private industry - how can they work together?
Better traffic study analysis
More focus on R&E topics and tracks!
ordinarily we can count on renesys to report on widely reported routing problems, 
whether natural disasters or not.
No
For the peer track it was more of a sales pitch than anything to do with peering. 
More on the best practices for me, newbe type stuff would be my interest but know not 
for everyone.
More IX stuff Anycast chalenges
None
The topics of presentations tend to go more complicated, more technical and more 
specific and adresses only a fraction of the crowd. I regret this. Best NANOG panels and 
presentations were always those which examined a certain phenomenon on the 
internet, such as surveillance, content vs eyeballs, IPv6 deployment, Routing oddities 
etc.

8. Have you searched for comments about this NANOG meeting at a social 
media site? 
Yes      0     
No      0     
Comments:
Loads of foursquare activity

9. Do you subscribe to the nanog@nanog.org mailing list? 
Yes      39     
No      7     



10. If you encountered wireless network issues please be specific about 
what they were and how you resolved them. Give us suggestions for future 
improvements.
Comments:
Make 'eduroam' available. This is a great example of an openid project that works.
No problems.  The wireless was solid.
WiFi working well, thanks, good job
waited
A few drops that waiting 30 seconds fixed.
There were issues on the Monday where the connection would drop on "nanog-a-
secure" SSID, it appeared I was either being bandsteered or pushed to another AP, but 
the handoff didn't work. However, this resolved itself or was resolved by the Verilan 
tech staff.
n/a
n/a
The network was too good.
Worked well, no problems at all.
No problem with the wifi, everything was working perfectly.
None

11. Please rank the meeting venue 1-5. 5 being the best hotel you have 
attended a meeting at to 1 being the worst hotel you have attended a 
meeting at. 
5 5     
4 7     
3 5     
2 0     
1 0     

12. Do you have suggestions for future meeting locations, Hosts or Internet 
connectivity providers to the venue?
Comments:
An EDU can host NANOG.
Somewhere in Florida....especially during the winter!
Item 11, ranking the hotel from 1-5, has no options with it! I'll answer here, that the 
conference layout of this hotel was extremely poor.
Venue was a bit wierd, very bad VzW coverage.
Ensure air handlers are not disturbingly loud
No response box for #11....
Ranking of a 1 - didn't we learn the lesson at san diego about using a hotel that is 
being remodeled?.  The stairs were being remodeled and the cafe was closed during 
hours we would have used it.  The restrooms were too far from the plenary space.  Not 
enough space in the foyer for eating/ meeting
couldn't answer #11 - so that's a 3 I would like more hotels to have excellent 
connectivity and appreciated that this was in a downtown location.



2: hotel under construction and confusing layout Still need to see Akamai give back; 
they should host.
no space for voting on this venue (#11), would rate as 3. good location for getting 
to/from airport, restaurant choices but the issues with hotel under construction 
annoying.

2 The fact that this hotel was under renovation while we were here seemed to make 
getting around  hard and the general noise of the venue pretty high.  In the main 
ballroom it was VERY hard to hear the speakers clearly due to the very load air handlers 
on the balcony. I hope the recorded video is better as there were a couple of talks 
when the speaker mumbled a bit you couldn't hear at all from some parts of the room.
no space to report answer to 11, so answering here. the space was great - but the 
video was not.  the screens were not very bright and really difficult to read from the 
room. lots of room for moving around the break tables, and liked the availability of 
tables in another area. could have used more power in the breakout rooms. the beer 
and gear space was great - lots of room to move around (and the food selection was 
great).
More meetings in California
South please.  no more frozing rain or snow
Outside the US, maybe another Caribbean adventure?
None

13. We need your help to plan our future events. Understanding that this is 
not a commitment on your part, would you attend these future conferences 
and could you let us know why?
NANOG 61 in Bellevue, WA June 2-4, 2014      0     
NANOG 62 in Baltimore, MD October 6-8, 2014      0     
NANOG 63 in San Antonio, Texas February 2-4 2015      0     
Uncertain - Why?      0     
Comments:
EDU content needs to be grown for administrators to see value.
Travel to NANOG is only possible once a year for my institution.  So, the next time we'd 
be able to consider it would be next year.  It's really just a financial issue.
I plan on the one in Montreal.
Unsure of other travel commitments.
Still depends on justifying the travel expenses from Brazil to the US. Will try the 
scholarship though.
I'm self-employed and therefore unless a current customer is financially supporting my 
attendance at an industry event, I'm self-funding it out of my profits. I probably will be 
able to self-fund at least one attendance in the coming 12 months.
Scheduling for NANOG 62 falls very close to an Internet2 meeting and a few other 
conferences.
this is such an important community for the work i do that i have tried to attend as 
often as i can
NANOG is something that I believe in. I just wish that the cost wasn't so high.



Prefer summertime events than winter.
It will depend on the agenda.
Depends on funding
No, not really worth it anymore.
My supervisor or I will be coming to Baltimore for sure.
travel budget constraints
Travel costs.
Coming all the way from Europe, the cost of the trip can be substantial.  But 
nonetheless, if an opportunity presents itself to attend yet another meeting in the 
future, I'll be sure not to let it pass.
I might attend a future NANOG meeting if I do a presentation.

14. Is there something you would like to comment on that does not fit into a 
question above? Please leave your comments here. (select 0)
Comments:
The projection of this meeting was not good. It was complicated to understand a lot of 
topic from slides.
We had a vendor look for EDUs to test his software. This is the type of relationships 
that need to keep happening. I am glad he found us. EDUs are a great place to beta 
test.
Little disapointed that You have to be there to get the prize for the daily drawing.   I 
had to leave early because of the storm.
The keynote of this NANOG seemed unusually bizarre, as if the person giving it did not 
really understand the audience he was speaking to, and their knowledge of his topic.  I 
don't think it came off well.
I would like to see video archives of sessions made available during the meeting, ideally 
in close to real time.
complaint about the conference schedule.  from the west coast we are having to spend 
4 nights in order to attend the whole conference
on the schedule that is included in the badge  maybe print a room directory on it.  Also 
include the individual tracks and locations if possible
Air handler noise in main ballroom was very obnoxious.  Sounded like I had a box fan 
sitting right by my face.  Volume of speakers was often too low to hear them clearly 
over the roar of fans.  For speakers who spoke too quietly or too far away from the 
mike, I just gave up and tuned them out.
Specify deadlines on survey submissions for drawings on the survey page. Don't make 
the surveys due before the presentations they cover are complete.
I think that 3 meetings a year is definitely too many.  I would prefer a RIPE-like twice a 
year.
it seems that survey drawings should be open to all attendees, including remote ones.  
Failing that, please clearly state the qualifications on the survey page.  I'm a remote 
attendee, and I was disappointed when my name was drawn but I was disqualified 
since I wasn't physically in the room.
I was fortunate enough to get a substantial help from the org. committee to cover my 
trip costs, in order to come and make my presentation. I am deeply obliged for that.



None

15. Should Richard Steenbergen change his last name to Turkbergen? 
Yes      27     
No      3     
Uncertain      13     
Comments:
what? Both last names are too complicated.
Depends....
Needs more hyphens.
I don't want to have to call him rat - unlinking ras is too difficult
It is already changed on facebook.  So isn't that make it legal? How does the better half 
feel?
YES!
But then his email would be RAT@Gtt.com
Duh!
Probably, though I'll never get used to calling him "RAT" instead of "RAS".
why should we give up the brain exercise of keeping rs and ras straight?
Yes, he should change his last name to Turkbergen. I also agree with Amanda and his 
middle name should be changed to Tiberius.
I fail to see the relevance.
Why is this important to Nanog? This is kind of the example of why I wont attend 
anymore.
Wasn't present for the beginning of the joke.. so impartial.
Huh?
Don't know that dude so don't really care ;-)


